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A practical guide to the math behind options and how that knowledge can improve your trading performance No book on options can guarantee success, but
if a trader understands and utilizes option math effectively, good things are going to happen. The idea behind Options Math for Traders + Website is to help
retail option traders understand some of the basic tenants and enduring relationships of options, and option math, that professional and institutional traders
rely on every day. This book skillfully highlights those strategies that are inherently superior from an option math point of view and explains what drives
that superiority while also examining why some strategies are inherently inferior. The material is explained without complex equations or technical jargon.
The goal is to give you a solid conceptual foundation of options behavior so you can make more informed decisions when choosing an option strategy for
your market outlook. Topics covered include the volatility premium, because over time, options will cost more than they are ultimately worth; skew,
wherein far out of the money put options may seem cheap from an absolute term, but are very expensive in relative terms; and the acceleration in option
price erosion. The book also has a companion Website, which includes links to those sites that can scan for the best strategies discussed in the book.
Explains, in a non-technical manner, the mathematical properties of options so that traders can better select the right options strategy for their market
outlook Companion Website contains timely tools that allow you to continue to learn in a hands-on fashion long after closing the book Written by top
options expert Scott Nations Most independent traders have an imperfect understanding of the math behind options pricing. With Options Math for Traders
+ Website as your guide, you'll gain valuable lessons in this area and discover how this information can improve your trading performance.
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Jacques Ellul and the Technological Society in the 21st Century

This volume rethinks the work of Jacques Ellul (1912-1994) on the centenary of his birth, by presenting an overview of
the current debates based on Ellul's insights. As one of the most significant twentieth-century thinkers about technology,
Ellul was among the first thinkers to realize the importance of topics such as globalization, terrorism, communication
technologies and ecology, and study them from a technological perspective. The book is divided into three sections. The
first discusses Ellul’s diagnosis of modern society, and addresses the reception of his work on the technological society,
the notion of efficiency, the process of symbolization/de-symbolization, and ecology. The second analyzes
communicational and cultural problems, as well as threats and trends in early twenty-first century societies. Many of the
issues Ellul saw as crucial – such as energy, propaganda, applied life sciences and communication – continue to be so.
In fact they have grown exponentially, on a global scale, producing new forms of risk. Essays in the final section examine
the duality of reason and revelation. They pursue an understanding of Ellul in terms of the depth of experience and the
traditions of human knowledge, which is to say, on the one hand, the experience of the human being as contained in the
rationalist, sociological and philosophical traditions. On the other hand there are the transcendent roots of human
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existence, as well as “revealed knowledge,” in the mystical and religious traditions. The meeting of these two traditions
enables us to look at Ellul’s work as a whole, but above all it opens up a space for examining religious life in the
technological society.
Options Math for Traders
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